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□Exchange rates were JPY110.9 per USD, JPY129.9 per EUR, and JPY16.6 per RMB. JPY depreciated against 
USD, EUR and RMB, compared to the corresponding period a year ago. JPY also depreciated against other 
currencies. .

□For the second 3-month period of FY2017, consolidated net sales increased by 46.9% from the corresponding 
period a year ago, to JPY597.7 billion. Operating income advanced by 75.4% to JPY60.2 billion. Operating 
income ratio improved by 1.7 points to 10.1%.

□Net income expanded by 198.0% to JPY65.3 billion.

□Consolidated net sales increased, supported by not only increased sales (excluding KMC) but also the new 
addition of Komatsu Mining Corp. (KMC) to consolidated accounting. 

□While KMC recorded an operating loss, as impacted by temporary expenses, Komatsu (excluding KMC) 
expanded operating income. As a result, operating income improved as a whole from the corresponding period 
a year ago.  



□ In the construction, mining and utility equipment business, segment sales advanced by 55.4% for the second 3-
month period from the corresponding period a year ago, to JPY549.3 billion. Segment profit expanded by 78.6% 
to JPY55.7 billion. Sales increased, supported by not only expanded sales of construction equipment, mainly in 
China and Indonesia and increased sales of mining equipment, but also the effects of the new addition of KMC 
to consolidated accounting. Segment profit expanded as a whole, while KMC recorded an operating loss, 
impacted by temporary expenses, Komatsu (excluding KMC) expanded segment profit.

□ In the retail finance business, segment revenues increased by 17.9% to JPY13.6 billion. Segment profit grew by 
10.9% to JPY2.5 billion. Revenues improved, mainly supported by increased assets in North America. Segment 
profit increased, reflecting  no more adverse effects of additional allowance for doubtful accounts recorded in 
China for the corresponding period a year ago. 

□ In the industrial machines and others business, segment sales decreased by 8.4% to JPY40.5 billion. Segment 
profit advanced by 4.9 % to JPY2.4 billion. Sales declined, due to reduced sales of presses and machine tools 
of Komatsu Industries. Meanwhile, segment profit increased, mainly supported by good business results of 
Gigaphoton.
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□ For the second 3-month period, sales to outside customers expanded by 55.1% from the corresponding period a 
year ago, to JPY545.8 billion. Excluding those of KMC, sales advanced by 33.3% to JPY468.8 billion.

□ Excluding those of KMC, sales improved in all regions. Sales expanded sharply, especially in Asia, China and 
CIS. The ratio of sales in Strategic Markets increased to 52% of total sales. The ratio of Strategic Market was 
also 52%, when KMC’s sales were included.
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□ For the first six-month period, foreign exchange rates were JPY111.1 per USD, JPY125.8 per EUR, and 
JPY16.4 per RMB. JPY depreciated against USD, ERU and RMB.

□ For the first six-month period, consolidated sales advanced by 45.6% to JPY1,158.9 billion. Operating income 
expanded by 75.6% to JPY112.6 billion. Operating income ratio improved by 1.6 points to 9.7%.

□ Net income attributable to Komatsu Ltd. expanded by 171.2% to JPY101.7 billion.. 

□ Consolidated sales advanced, mainly due to increased sales of Komatsu (without KMC)  and the benefits of the 
new addition of KMC to consolidated accounting.

□ With respect to operating income, KMC recorded an operating loss, as drastically affected by temporary 
expenses. However, operating income, as a whole, expanded, supported by advanced operating income of 
Komatsu (without KMC).



□ In the construction, mining and utility equipment business, segment sales advanced by 52.4% from the 
corresponding period a year ago, to JPY1.064.4 billion. Segment profit expanded by 80.1% to JPY103.7 billion. 
Sales advanced, supported by not only expanded sales of construction equipment in China and Indonesia, 
where demand was recovering, and increased sales of mining equipment, but also benefits of the new addition 
of KMC to consolidated accounting. Segment profit expanded as a whole, while KMC recorded an operating 
loss, impacted by temporary expenses, Komatsu (excluding KMC) expanded segment profit.

□ In the retail finance business, segment revenues increased by 33.1% to JPY31.2 billion. Segment profit 
advanced by 40.2% to JPY5.9 billion. Revenues increased, mainly supported by increased assets in North 
America. Segment profit increased, reflecting  no more adverse effects of additional allowance for doubtful 
accounts recorded in China for the corresponding period a year ago. 

□ In the industrial machines and others business, segment sales remained about flat from the corresponding 
period a year ago at JPY79.1 billion. Segment profit increased by 19.2% to JPY4.8 billion. 
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□ For the first six-month period of FY2017, sales of construction, mining and utility equipment to outside customers 
advanced by 52.0% from the corresponding period a year ago, to JPY1,056.8 billion. Excluding those of KMC, 
sales increased by 30.3% to JPY905.9 billion.

□ Excluding those of KMC, sales increased in all regions. Sales sharply expanded, especially  in China, CIS and 
Asia, pushing the ratio of sales in Strategic Markets to 54%. When KMC’s sales are included, the ratio of sales 
in  Strategic Markets is also 54%.



□ For the first six-month period, sales increased by JPY365.7 billion from the corresponding period a year ago, as 
supported by expanded volume of sales, the positive factor of foreign exchange rates and the benefits of the 
new addition of KMC to consolidated accounting.

□ Although segment profit was adversely affected by temporary expenses of KMC, it increased by JPY46.1 billion ,
as a whole. Segment profit ratio improved by 1.5 points to 9.7%.
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□ This pages shows the figures for April through September  2016, the corresponding period a year ago, after they 

were reclassified for Komatsu’s fiscal year. They were not included in our consolidated business results at that 

time.

□ Starting with this presentation, we are going to disclose three separate segments of mining equipment, parts and 

service. 

□ For the first six-month period, KMC recorded sales of JPY150.9 billion, up 17.9% from the corresponding period 

a year ago. This sales figure consisted of JPY26.6 billion in sales of mining equipment, down 4.0% from the 

corresponding period a year ago, JPY55.8 billion in sales of parts, up 20.2%, and JPY68.5 billion in service, etc., 

up 27.4%.

□ When temporary expenses are excluded, operating income totaled JPY16.7 billion. When the temporary 

expenses of JPY36.6 billion are included, KMC recorded an operating loss of JPY19.9 billion. 

□ Depreciation after PPA amounted to JPY33.0 billion, including JPY25.8 billion related to inventories. 

□ In terms of segment sales, surface mining accounted for 51%, and underground, 49%.

□ By region, North American sales accounted for 42% of total sales.



□ Assets in the retail finance business increased, mainly due to increased new contracts, centering on North 

America.

□ Segment profit increased, reflecting  no more adverse effects of additional allowance for doubtful accounts 

recorded in China for the corresponding period a year ago.
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□ For the first six-month period of FY2017,  sales of the industrial machinery and others segment remained about 

flat at JPY79.1 billion from the corresponding period a year ago. 

□Segment profit increased by JPY0.7 billion to JPY4.8 billion. Segment profit ratio improved by 1.0 points to 6.1%.
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□ Total assets grew by JPY673.7 billion from the previous fiscal year-end. This increase resulted from effects of 

the new addition of KMC to consolidated accounting and increased inventories. When the effects of the new 

addition of KMC to consolidated accounting as well as foreign exchange effects are excluded, total assets 

increased by JPY40.8 billion. 

□ Inventories increased by JPY178.6 billion. When the effects of the new addition of KMC to consolidated 

accounting as well as foreign exchange effects are excluded, inventories increased by JPY58.6 billion. 

Inventories are growing centering on mining equipment.

□ Interest-bearing debt increased by JPY408.6 billion to JPY817.3 billion, mainly due to the acquisition of KMC. 

Interest-bearing debt of KMC was JPY105.7 billion.

□ Komatsu Ltd. shareholders’ equity ratio declined by 9.6 points to 49.8%.
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□ Business results for the first six-month period of FY2017 outperformed our initial projections, because sales of 
construction equipment in Strategic Markets, such as China and Indonesia, and sales of mining equipment and 
parts were strong, the Japanese yen depreciated more than anticipated against major currencies, and we had a 
gain from the sale of investment securities. In the second six-month period, we also anticipate demand for 
construction and mining equipment as well as parts will remain steady. Therefore, we have revised our initial 
projections for the full year. Concerning foreign exchange rates, we have considered on-going rates and thus 
reassessed EUR and RMB only towards the Japanese yen’s depreciation to JPY123 and JPY15.5, respectively.

□ We have revised our initial projection of consolidated sales upward by JPY193.0 billion,  and project 
consolidated sales of JPY2,328.0 billion for FY2017. We are also revising our initial projection of operating 
income upward by JPY60.0 billion, and project operating income of JPY216.0 billion for FY2017. 

□ Operating income ratio should be 11.6% without KMC.

□ Concerning other operating income (loss) for the second six-month period, we have decided to record a loss of 
JPY15.0 billion, including a goodwill loss in the industrial machinery and others business.

□ ROE should improve by 2.8 points from FY2016 to 10.1%.



□Construction, Mining & Utility Equipment: Sales of mining equipment outperformed our initial projection, sales  
have been strong in China and Indonesia, and we have reassessed the preconditions of foreign exchange rates 
in the second six-month period of FY2017. As a result, we have revised sales upward by JPY205.0 billion from 
initial our projection, to JPY2,106.0 billion. Similarly, we are also revising segment profit  upward by JPY76.0 
billion, to JPY215.0 billion.

□Retail Finance: We have revised revenues upward by JPY9.5 billion from initial projection. Similarly, we have 
revised segment profit upward by JPY0.5 billion from our projection.

□Industrial Machinery & Others: We have revised sales downward by JPY12.0 billion from our initial projection 
after conservatively reassessing sales projection of presses and other products to the automobile manufacturing 
industry. Similarly, we are also revising segment profit downward by JPY4.0 billion. 
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□ We have increased our projection of sales of mining equipment, which are stronger than projected, as well as 
that of sales in China and Asia, where demand continues to grow.

□ Ratio of sales in Strategic Markets has increased to 54%. Overall ratio of sales, including those of KMC, in 
Strategic Markets also represents 54% of total sales.



□ We anticipate that sales should increase by JPY529.4 billion from FY2016, supported by increased volume of 
sales, the positive factor of  foreign exchange rates and the effects of the new addition of KMC to consolidated 
accounting. We also project that Segment profit  will also advance  by JPY53.3 billion from FY2016.

□Segment profit ratio will translate into 10.2%, down 0.1 percentage point.
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□ For FY2017, net sales should increase by 9.3% from FY2016, to JPY291.0 billion.

□ Operating income should amount to be JPY26.0 billion, excluding temporary expenses. When the temporary 

expenses of JPY46.0 billion are included, operating loss should be JPY20.0 billion.



□ Total assets should grow from the previous fiscal year-end, supported by an increase in new contracts mainly in 

North America.

□ With respect to revenues, we expect an increase, because there will be no more effects of additional allowance 

for bad debt in China for FY2016. 
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□After conservatively reassessing our projection of sales of presses and machine tools to the automobile 

manufacturing industry, we have revised our initial projection downward by JPY12.0 billion, to JPY188.0 billion, 

a decrease of 1.6% from FY2016.

□ Segment profit  should remain flat at JPY12.5 billion. 
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□ Demand for 7 major products and mining equipment shows that based on Komatsu’s conventional product 

range. This applies to pages 24 through 29.

□ In the first six-month period of FY2017, global demand have seemingly advanced by 27% from the 

corresponding period a year ago.

□In addition to increased demand for construction equipment in China and Indonesia, as well as mining 

equipment, demand increased in Japan with prebuys for the new emission controls. In North America and 

Europe, demand also remained steady.

□Concerning the second six-month period, we anticipate an increase in demand for construction equipment in 

Strategic Markets and for mining equipment, comparable to the first six-month period. In view of the fact that 

demand has been on a recovery track since the second half of last year (calendar year), we assume that the 

rate of growth will slow down in the second six-month period of FY2017.

□ Concerning our projection of full-year demand, we have revised it upward from +/-0% to +5% to +8% to +13% as 

our latest projection.



□ In the first six-month period of  FY2017, demand increased by 38%  from the corresponding period a year ago . 

□ Demand for new equipment increased, centering on the rental industry, driven by pre-buy demand triggered by 
Japanese emission controls  (effective September 2017) which continued from the preceding 3-month period of 
FY2016.
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□ In the first six-month period of FY2017, North American demand seemingly increased by 9% from the 

corresponding period a year ago. 

□In the United States, demand remained steady, centering on the infrastructure development and energy-related 

sectors. In the rental industry, demand had been sluggish but has recovered and increased steadily.

□In Canada, demand has recovered and increased steadily among regular customers and in the rental industry.
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□ It appears that demand will have increased 6% in the first six-month period of In FY2017 from the corresponding 

period a year ago.

□ In addition to a major market of Germany, demand remained steady in northern Europe. 
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□In the first six-month period of FY2017, Chinese demand surged by 120% from the corresponding period a year 

ago, fueled by ongoing infrastructure development projects nationwide. In terms of quarters, demand has 

increased year on year since the second quarter (July – September) of FY2016. As of today, this growth 

momentum has not slowed down but is continuing.

□Based on the conditions in the first six-month period of FY2017 and current conditions, we have revised our initial 

projection of +5% to +10% for FY2017 upward to +40% to +50% from FY2016. 
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□ In the first six-month period of FY2017, Southeast Asian demand seemingly advanced by 29% from the 
corresponding period a year ago.

□Especially, demand for mining equipment increased in Indonesia, the largest market of Southeast Asia. Thai 
demand is decreasing. 

□We have revised our initial projection of +/-0% to +5% for full-year demand growth upward to +15% to +20% as 

our latest projection. The latest projection reflects slowing demand in Indonesia in the second six-month period 

of FY2017, because demand was extraordinarily high in the second half of FY2016. It also reflects declining 

demand in Thailand.  
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□ In the first six-month period of  FY2017,  global demand seemingly increased by 71% from the corresponding 

period a year ago

□ Demand is continuing to grow, centering on Indonesia.

□ Therefore, we have revised our projection upward to a increase of 40% to 50% in FY2017.
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□This page shows sales of mining equipment which include those made by KMC, starting in FY2017.

□Concerning the bar graphs here, FY2017 figures include KMC’s sales on both the left side for annual sales 

and the right side for quarterly sales. With respect to line graphs, the solid line for FY2017 shows the 

growth rate which includes KMC’s sales, while the dotted line for FY2017 for the growth rate without KMC’ 

sales.

□ Sales for the second 3-month period of FY2017 expanded by 145% from the corresponding period a year 

ago, to JPY222.3 billion as a whole. When KMC’s sales are excluded, sales advanced by 60% to 

JPY145.3 billion.

□ When the effects of KMC are excluded, sales of equipment, parts and service advanced, supported by 

increasing demand in Indonesia and some other countries.
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□ Starting in the current second 3-month period of FY2017, we are disclosing the sales figure by including KMC’s 
sales of parts.

□ For the second 3-month period of 2017, sales of parts increased by 66% to JPY145.7 billion from the 

corresponding period a year ago.

When sales made by KMC are excluded, sales of parts advanced by 33% to JPY116.7.bilion 

□ As a result of effectively capturing demand for aftermarket products, sales of parts advanced for the first 3-month 

period of FY2017. 

□ We have revised our initial projection of full-year sales upward to JPY532.9 billion, up 41% from FY2016, 
because we can look forward to growing demand for parts for construction equipment in Strategic Markets and 
for mining equipment.
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□ These graphs show the book-to-bill ratios of mining equipment.

□ Specifically, they show the ratios of orders received for new equipment for the last 6-month period divided by 

sales of new equipment for the same 6-month period. 
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□ These graphs show the book-to-bill ratios of orders received for KMC-made mining equipment since 

September 2015. 

□ The above graph shows the book-to-bill ratio of surface mining equipment, such as rope shovels and blast hole 

drills, while the graph below, the book-to-bill ratio of underground mining equipment, such as continuous miners and 

sheerers. 
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□ These graphs show the book-to-bill ratios of industrial machinery.

□ Specifically, they show the ratios of orders received for new machines for the last 6-month period divided by 

sales of new machines for the same 6-month period.
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